3 Card Reading for New Moon
Use your favorite oracle or tarot deck
or collage cards if you have them
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“I AM a Powerful Visionary. I tap Limitless Possibility within the
Supportive holding of Earth Mother and the Expansive Power of
the Stars, unified and energized through the
Love and Truth in my Heart. I AM ready for a New Beginning”

1. Where am I NOW in the Sacred Flow of my Life ?
2. How do I best align my Personal Will with Divine Will at
present and in the upcoming cycle? What do I wish to call
into my life?
3. What bridges 1 and 2?
What do I need to remember, incorporate, let go of,
utilize etc. What does my Heart want me to know?
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3 Card Reading for New Moon
This has been such a powerful tool for me each New Moon
for awhile now. Please feel free to use the affirmation I’ve written
on the first page or formulate your own.
Card 1 is drawn on the Waning day before the Exact New Mooo
Card 2 drawn on New Moon Exact
Card 3 drawn on the Waxing day after
A Few suggestions ::
Take the time to journal each day and create your own ceremony ,
whatever feels supportive and right for you. If you are using cards
rich in imagery and color drink that in. Oftentimes the imagery
speaks louder than words can. Look at all of the cards together. What
Story do they tell? Are you prompted to write it? Can you imagine
living it? Trust that even if the cards are not speaking to you in the
moment, they are doing their ‘work’ in the subtle realms. Be open
to Surprise!
Place the cards where they are readily visible until the next New
Moon Cycle; on your Alter or other Sacred place. Track your own
feelings and movement through the cycles. You may wish to have a
special Journal just for this. Feel into the interconnectedness , reflect
and create a ceremony /ritual of your own choosing at the following
Full Moon time. I love drawing cards for the 3 Full Moon Days , not
defining them by questions rather synthesizing the energies to
illuminate the 3 together, by writing a phase or affirmation or
creating a new image from the combined imagery. Most importantly
have fun with this – create your time in ways that are nourishing ,
and that you look forward to…
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